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i am sure all will agree that this is a unique and excellent translation of sundara kandam. the author has
given a new life to the 'ramayana' and 'rama katha' and has used 'krishna bhakti' in a way that is new to
us. those who love reading 'ramayana' in english will appreciate this new translation. i can also see that
the book is now being used as a 'ramayana' text in schools and colleges. i have personally read it and

found it very good. there is no doubt that this book is more than a translation of sundara kandam. it is a
beautiful rendering of the same. the author has done a fine job in this area. i hope that this book will be

appreciated by all. the importance of sundara kandam is very high as it relates to the ramayana's
kishkindha kanda, because, according to its philosophy, people in the world keep their inclinations to

good and bad without any colour of ego or pride. the characters in the story are all very simple. even the
way they fight is very simple. the author's main purpose is to make people realize the futility of death

and live happily forever. sundara kandam also can be called as the realisation of vedic philosophy. when
rama, who is the hero of ramayana, learns the noble philosophy of vedic philosophy, he is enlightened.

sundara kandam too can enlighten people with its noble ideas. the author is not only the author of
sundara kandam, but he is the father of sanskrit, tamil, telugu and malayalam. from the 11th century,
the author has written books and he has given a new dimension to the tamil language. this process is

still continuing.
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the series of stories contained in the first 15 chapters of sundara
kandam are well known stories. they are either directly connected

to ram, sita, or lakshman. by the order of ram, laxman married
sita. the story of sita's kidnapping, and her escape and coronation
on rama's return after fourteen years of exile, is well known. ram

and sita also go to mathura, where ram meets his old friend
shatrughna and also sees the rishi vishwamitra for the first time.

ram's return to ayodhya is the last chapter of the valmiki
ramayana. when hanuman finishes the chariot of rama, and takes
an anchor and lines of rama's sail, it is a clear indication that rama
had written the ramayana and even completed it, thus bringing it

to closure. it is said that the pandiya, an ancient ethnic people who
are one of the warring factions in the story, had a common

language with the chozha and the puliyar. the chozha's pandiya
language was very close to tamil, and the chozha prince calls the

pandiya princess as "tamiran" meaning tamilian in his own
language. the language in the story is based on the tamil language

and is written in the poetic style (structure based on rhyming
couplets). it is not the story of the birth of a king, and it does not
speak about the caste system. but it does talk about the warring

factions of the tamil race. it is a romantic story of the conflict
between two ancient ethnic people, the pandiya and the chozha,

and the love between the two. it is based on historical facts, but it
is a story of the warring factions of the tamil race. the pandiya
princess falls in love with the chozha prince while fighting the

chozha king, and they make love for a year. but the chozha king
wants to marry the pandiya princess to his son. 5ec8ef588b
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